There’s nothing wrong with running old school testimonials if the people providing the
testimony are today’s cool kids. Nomacorc asked a handful of its customers to speak candidly
about what’s important to them and how Green Line supports that. We simply captured their
thoughts and broadcast them in print, online and in social media. Everything linked to a microsite with winemaker Q&As, product specs and an offer to request samples. The campaign
works, not just as product advertising, but as a tool for recruiting the next wave of customers.
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“You learn to trust the plant
to connect you to the land.
We trust Nomacorc to keep
that connection clear.”
Ken Wright has used our closures for 15 years
because they eliminate faults due to oxidation,
reduction and TCA. They help him deliver wines
that are true to the place where they were grown.

vinventions . nomacorc .com/trendsetters
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“You’re always thinking about
the next vintage.
And the one after that.
Sustainability is a given.”
Winegrowers like Samantha Sheehan think long term.
She uses Green Line closures for her Poe and Ultraviolet
wines because they’re plant-based and leanly manufactured.
They cut her carbon footprint and sustain her future.

vinventions.nomacorc.com/trendsetters
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“We wanted to make the
perfect wine for fried chicken.
The recipe called for
sugarcane.”
For Hardy Wallace of Dirty & Rowdy, Green Line closures
are the perfect finishing touch because they’re
sustainably made from sugarcane and engineered to
outperform other corks in every way.

vinventions.nomacorc.com/trendsetters
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